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HAVE YOU HEARD the raw, minimal howl that rises from the late-night, backwoods campfires at Table of 
the Elements? If so, you know the work of David Daniell — even if you don't yet recognize the name. Daniell 
is the head of both of composer Rhys Chatham's current ensembles; he's the lead guitarist in Jonathan Kane's 
rollicking band, February; he performs regularly in a duo with Tortoise's Doug McCombs; he has collaborated 
with a Who's Who of today's finest, including Tim Barnes, Thurston Moore and Loren Connors; and his guitar 
work with his own band, San Agustin, is the stuff of which fleeting blues-drone dreams are made.

Following a long break after his debut solo release, Daniell now returns with Coastal. In all its variety, this 
record is a focused synthesis of influences. Tracks like "Sunfish" and "Glasswort" use acoustic guitar 
reminiscent of work by David Grubbs and Mountains, while the thick psychedelic morass of deep electric 
guitar, synth drone and scattered tribal percussion of "Whelk" brings to mind early Faust, and the long-form 
tone poem "Palmetto" is pure swirling electronic glacial beauty. Rooted in the blues, American minimalism and 
post-punk ideologies, Daniell's guitar playing is always inspired; when fused with his intricate electroacoustic 
compositions, the results are breathtaking.

"With his slow-moving, understated music, David Daniell makes a fine spokesman for the 
notion that anything worth doing is worth doing for a long, long time. Whether he's 
contributing moody strums and sculpted E-Bow drones to the guitar trio San Agustin or 
stringing computer-generated pings and bumps across gulfs of silence on Sem, his solo debut 
on his own Antiopic label, he develops his material patiently, the better to let you observe the 
sounds from every angle."   —CHICAGO READER
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